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on Evidence by Declan McGrath and Emily
Egan McGrath, the third edition of Simons
on Planning Law by David Browne, the
second edition of Judicial Review of Criminal
Proceedings by Derek Dunne, the third edition
of Child and Family Law by Geoffrey Shannon,
and the second edition of Damages by Tadhg
Dorgan and Peter McKenna. We have updated
our Nutshells in Land Law and Tort, and are
pleased to announce our newest Round Hall
titles in their first editions: Highways by Peter
Bland, Practical Probate by Karl Dowling and
Susan Martin, and Irish Land Law: A Casebook
by Amina Adanan and Neil Maddox.
Take a look inside for more information on each.
To browse our full catalogue of titles, visit
www.roundhall.ie
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offer you unparalleled knowledge and trusted
answers in the formats that work for you and
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improved and more powerful technology. With cutting edge search
tools, enhanced functionality and our user-friendly layout, you can
access the answers you need fast, helping you to make key decisions
based on reliable information.
See Irish case law, legislation, expert commentary, analysis and news
in sharper focus than ever before.
To discover more about online legal research with Round Hall, contact
our customer support team who are on hand to assist you.
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The Law of Local
Government
2nd Edition
David Browne
December 2020
ISBN: 9780414073081
Price: €345
This title is also available
on Westlaw IE and as an
eBook on Thomson Reuters
ProView™

Now entering its second edition, The Law of Local Government provides
a comprehensive and definitive analysis of the law on local government,
including the substantive and procedural provisions which are relevant for
the application of law on local government and local authority legislative
provisions.
Key features:
• Provides a comprehensive analysis of local government law and the
legislative provisions applying to local government law.
• Details the main statutory provisions and provides an exhaustive and
extensive analysis of relevant case law.
• Analyses particular points of law which require clarification and
deserve academic analysis.
• Refers to the relevant District Court, Circuit Court and Superior Court
Rules for applications and enforcement proceedings under the local
government statutory code.
• Summarises the law relating to local government administration,
functions and services.
• Deals with key provisions on the local government system, including
the role of the Manager, elected members and officials, and employees.
• Provides an overview of the legal capacity and potential liability
of local authorities.
• Includes a specific chapter on public procurement and local authorities
which will hopefully be of use to a wider audience in the absence of
a specific text on public procurement.
• Dedicated chapters on the main functions and services provided
by local authorities, including planning enforcement, waste and water
services, housing, roads, building regulations, etc.
• Specific focus on the financing of local government, including rating,
borrowing and auditing.
The new edition brings the book fully up-to-date with all relevant case
law and legislative developments since its first edition published in 2014.
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Equity and the Law
of Trusts in Ireland
7th Edition
Hilary Biehler
January 2020
ISBN: 9780414074606
Price: €125
This title is also available
as an eBook on Thomson
Reuters ProViewTM

Now in its seventh edition, Equity and the Law of Trusts in Ireland
provides a comprehensive treatment and analysis of this area of the law.
This updated and expanded new edition examines recent developments
in relation to both trusts and equitable remedies. While it focuses
on reviewing and analysing the law in this jurisdiction, extensive reference
is also made to the relevant principles as they have developed in England
and Wales, where appropriate, and in other common law countries such
as Canada, Australia and New Zealand. Recognised as a key text by both
students and practitioners, it also provides useful insights into likely future
developments in this area of the law.
New to this edition:
• Examines significant recent judgments in this jurisdiction including the
Supreme Court decisions in ACC Loan Management Ltd v Rickard [2019]
IESC 29 and McGrath v Stewart [2016] 2 I.R. 704.
• Includes an expanded chapter on constructive trusts with more detailed
material on institutional and remedial constructive trusts and the features
of fiduciary relationships.
• Analyses recent developments in the law relating to the grant of
interlocutory injunctions and specific performance.
• Contains analysis of a number of decisions of the Court of Appeal which
have clarified the principle that it is necessary to establish evidence of
undue influence or other wrongdoing in order to succeed in proceedings
against a third party financial institution where the latter seeks to
enforce a guarantee.
• Examines key decisions of the Supreme Court of the United Kingdom
in this field, such as Patel v Mirza [2017] A.C. 467 (on illegality) and
of the Privy Council, such as in Marr v Collie (on common intention
constructive trusts).
• Incorporates updated and expanded material from other common law
jurisdictions in areas such as the administration of trusts and proprietary
estoppel.
About the Author
Hilary Biehler has practised as a barrister and is Professor of Public Law
in Trinity College Dublin. She has written extensively in the fields of equity
and the law of trusts, civil procedure, and administrative law and is the
author of a number of Thomson Reuters Round Hall titles.
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Practical Probate
1st Edition
Karl Dowling and Susan Martin

NEW TITLE
March 2020
ISBN: 9780414074811
Price: €55
This title is also available
as an eBook on Thomson
Reuters ProViewTM

The Probate Office has introduced changes intended to bring a degree
of clarity to probate procedures for practitioners and to increase the
efficiency of the Probate Office. These new rules will reduce the likelihood
of papers being queried and are intended to make the system more legally
robust and relevant.
In response to these developments, Practical Probate has been
specially formulated to represent a concise collection of essential
principles on probate practice, written in the style of the late Eamonn
G. Mongey’s Probate Practice in a Nutshell.
This text presents the reader with a practical approach to the issues that
practitioners face on a day-to-day basis, and provides a succinct road
map, setting out the steps that need to be taken in probate practice in
a straightforward and clear manner. It focuses on the core issues
surrounding probate practice; in particular: the validity of wills, inheritance
rights, and the extraction of grants.
Features:
• Consolidated statutory, regulatory and customary practices and
procedures.
• Helpful precedent wills, oaths and other essential documentation.
• A series of helpful checklists, which assist the
practitioner in identifying the correct procedure.
• Presents the ‘nuts and bolts’ of probate practice and procedure in an
easy-to-interpret format.
About the Authors
Karl Dowling BL is a barrister with a specialist practice in probate
litigation and regularly appears before the High Court and Circuit Court.
He is a Founding Member of the Probate Bar Association.
Susan Martin is a solicitor with a busy Dublin practice, and has significant
experience in the administration of estates and probate litigation. She is an
Officer of Dublin Solicitors Bar Association and a Member of the Council of
the Law Society of Ireland.
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Landlord and
Tenant Law, the
Residential Sector
2nd Edition
May 2020

Jennifer Ring and Úna Cassidy

ISBN: 9780414061804
Price: €195
This title is also available
on Westlaw IE and as an
eBook on Thomson Reuters
ProViewTM

The second edition of Landlord and Tenant Law, the Residential
Sector provides a comprehensive overview of the law relating
to residential tenancies. The text simplifies the complexities of the
Residential Tenancies Act 2004 and amending legislation, including the
recently enacted Residential Tenancies (Amendment) Act 2019. It provides
commentary on reported and unreported decisions of the courts, as well
as tribunal decisions of the Residential Tenancies Board. The text includes
practical examples and precedents for legal practitioners and those
involved in the residential sector more generally, including landlords,
tenants and letting agents. It is also a comprehensive reference source for
students and academics.
Features:
• Consolidates the law relating to residential tenancies.
• Explains the procedure for carrying out a rent review and the restrictions
that apply to increasing rent in rent pressure zones.
• Summarises the obligations that landlords and tenants must comply
with.
• Provides a step-by-step guide to the dispute resolution process before the
Residential Tenancies Board.
• Analyses key decisions before the courts and provides a comprehensive
reference source of tribunal decisions before the Residential Tenancies
Board.
• Details all key amendments introduced by the Residential Tenancies
(Amendment) Act 2019, including the requirement that landlords register
tenancies annually and the sanctions regime that now applies where
landlords breach their obligations.
• Now includes practice notes – useful for both practitioners and landlords
and tenants.
Useful precedents include:
• Rent review notices.
• Notices of termination.
• Court forms.
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Damages
2nd Edition
Tadhg Dorgan and Peter McKenna

November 2020
ISBN: 9780414074842
Price: €265
This title is also available
on Westlaw IE and as an
eBook on Thomson Reuters
ProViewTM

The second edition of Damages is designed as a reference work for
practitioners who deal with day-to-day litigation and advisory work. It is
written to assist lawyers on discrete issues on quantum and recent practice
with the calculation of damages, together with academic commentary.
The law of damages is a fast-paced and constantly changing area that
straddles all aspects of the law. The first edition of this title was the
first Irish publication on the issue of damages generally, and the new
edition consolidates its success with fully updated chapters taking account
of the present law.
The book aims to provide practitioners with a guide to approaching and
quantifying the issue of quantum. As well as providing commentary
on general principles of approaching quantum such as contributory
negligence, the book also deals with substantive areas. Such areas range
from personal injuries and contract, to more discrete areas of statutory
damages and misfeasance.
The new edition also provides an up-to-date reference for substantive
areas of the law concerning the issue of damages, as well as dealing with
the more general issues of mitigation of loss and contributory damages.
About the Authors
Tadhg Dorgan BCL (NUI) is a Barrister-at-Law of King’s Inns Dublin and of
the Inns of Court of Northern Ireland, Middle Temple.
Peter McKenna BA (Dub) M. Phil (Cantab) is a Barrister-at-Law.
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Judicial Review
of Criminal
Proceedings
2nd Edition
December 2020

Derek Dunne

ISBN: 9780414078239
Price: €295
This title is also available
as an eBook on Thomson
Reuters ProViewTM

The second edition of Judicial Review of Criminal Proceedings
by Derek Dunne contains a full and up-to-date exposition and
analysis of judicial review as it applies at all stages of criminal
proceedings. It incorporates a thorough and detailed analysis of the new
Order 84 of the Rules of the Superior Courts that came into effect shortly
after the publication of the first edition in 2011, as well as all important
case law of the superior courts and all legislative developments in the time
since. The second edition also contains an entirely new exposition and
analysis of judicial review as it arises or applies following conviction and
sentence, including: analysis of the relationship between judicial review
and Article 40.4.2 of Bunreacht na hÉireann 1937; judicial review of prison
conditions; and judicial review of decisions of the executive concerning
temporary release, remission, enhanced remission, etc.
Judicial review has assumed increased importance in areas such as
prison conditions; decisions of the executive concerning applications for
temporary release, remission and enhanced remission; and warrants.
New to this edition
• Amended Order 84 of the Rules of the Superior Courts came into effect
in 2011.
• Entirely new section on language rights in criminal proceedings and
judicial review.
• New section on judicial review of warrants (including bench warrants,
arrest warrants, search warrants and committal warrants).
• New section on blameworthy prosecutorial delay in criminal
proceedings involving children and the Children Act 2001.
• New section on judicial review of decisions of the executive concerning
temporary release, remission and enhanced remission.
• All chapters have been substantially revised and rewritten to incorporate
all important recent legislative and judicial developments.
About the Author
Derek Dunne is a practising barrister. He holds BCL and LLM degrees
from NUI Cork and is a Fellow of the Chartered Institute of Arbitrators. He
is also the co-author of Arbitration Law, Third Edition (Round Hall, 2018).
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Irish Land Law:
A Casebook
1st Edition
Amina Adanan and Neil Maddox
NEW TITLE
October 2020
ISBN: 9780414080355
Price: €45

Irish Land Law: A Casebook presents the leading cases and legislative
provisions in Irish land law in an accessible format. Each chapter explains
the principles for the topic in an easy-to-understand manner. The seminal
cases for each area are included in the book, as well as newer cases. Topics
covered include: ownership; licences, rights of residence, proprietary
estoppel and constructive trusts; adverse possession; mortgages; family
property; co-ownership; succession law; incorporeal hereditaments;
landlord and tenant law; human rights and land law.
Since the introduction of the Land and Conveyancing Law Reform Act
2009, there have been judicial developments that have addressed the
workings of the Act, which are included in this casebook. These areas
include mortgages, family property and co-ownership. The book also takes
into account the recent case law under the Civil Partnership and Certain
Rights and Obligations of Cohabitants Act 2010, as well as the impact of the
European Convention on Human Rights Act 2003 on Irish land law.
The book is written with the revising student in mind. Each case is
succeeded by questions that enable students to reflect on and engage with
the material, in order to optimise the reader’s learning experience. This
text is a useful tool for teaching land law in third-level institutions and
professional training bodies.
About the Authors
Dr Neil Maddox is Assistant Professor of Law in Maynooth University Law
Department. He teaches Property Law and Irish Constitutional Law and
has published a number of books and articles on Irish land law.
Dr Amina Adanan is Assistant Professor of Law in Maynooth University
Law Department. She teaches Property Law, Fundamental Rights in
Ireland and International Human Rights Law. Amina researches in the
areas of international law and legal history and has published in these
areas.
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Injunctions Law
and Practice
3rd Edition
Brendan Kirwan
December 2020
ISBN: 9780414080218
Price: €265
This title is also available
on Westlaw IE and as an
eBook on Thomson Reuters
ProViewTM

The new edition of Injunctions Law and Practice provides a
comprehensive overview of both the law in relation to injunctions. It
is written and laid out in a way that aids quick consultation by a busy
practitioner, as well as guiding anyone who wishes to gain a more indepth understanding of the law and practice in this area. The third edition
analyses all the major judgments delivered by the Superior Courts since
the last edition in 2015, and identifies material changes to both the Rules of
the Superior Courts and practice in the courts.
Features:
• Up-to-date review of key cases in the field of injunctions.
• Detailed guide to practical aspects of applying for injunctions.
• Topics and themes broken down, with extensive use of headings and
sub-headings to facilitate easy access.
• Summaries and key quotations set out in the text for ease of reference.
• In-depth consideration of the law and its development.
• Extensive use of footnotes for further reading and analysis.
About the Author
Brendan Kirwan is a Senior Counsel. His practice is civil law based and
covers a broad range of areas including contract law, tort and company
law. His particular areas of interest and specialisation are employment
law and defamation law, in respect of which he has written articles
and presented papers to specialist bodies and practitioners. He has
represented parties in statutory tribunals and the Circuit and Superior
Courts.
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Land Law
3rd Edition
Ruth Cannon

December 2020
ISBN: 9780414074958
Price: €25

Round Hall’s long-awaited third edition of the popular Land Law
Nutshell is framed with particular regard to students who seek a
straightforward introduction to land law, as well as those revising for
exams. This text provides a useful springboard for the further study of
cases and commentaries in this area.
Features:
• Condensed principles of land law.
• Important legislative developments since the second edition in 2011,
including the Landlord and Tenant (Ground Rents) (Amendment)
Act 2019 and important amendments to the Residential Tenancies
Act 2004 and the Land and Conveyancing Law Reform Act 2009.
• Details of recent case law on all topics, up to and including 2020.
Land law is a core subject and this text covers all the required
areas, such as:
• Freehold ownership

• Leasehold ownership

• Hybrid interests

• Mortgages

• Co-ownership

• Transfer of land

• Easements

• Adverse possession

• Freehold covenants

• Succession law

• Licences and estoppel
Round Hall Nutshells is a series of books presenting the essentials
of the law in clear, straightforward language. Designed with the busy
student in mind, the Nutshell is perfect for exam preparation, with
brief, clear explanations of key exam topics throughout. This third
edition of the Round Hall Land Law Nutshell is an invaluable study
aid, providing the student with the condensed principles of land law
and up-to-date case law and legislation.
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Tort
3rd Edition
Irene Fisher

September 2020
ISBN: 9780414078017
Price: €25

The third edition of the Round Hall Tort Nutshell is an invaluable study aid,
providing the student with the condensed principles of tort law and up-todate case law and legislation. The Nutshell is framed with particular regard
to students who seek a straightforward introduction to tort law, as well as
those revising for exams. This text provides a useful springboard for the
further study of cases and commentaries in this area.
Features:

• Condensed principles of the law of torts.
• Up-to-date and important case law developments.
• Defences and remedies are detailed for each individual tort.
• Concise application of the legal principles to supporting case law.
New to this edition:
• Development of the Defamation Act 2009 since it was enacted in 2010,
including analysis of defamatory statements made online or in different
jurisdictions.
• Developments in the law of occupiers’ liability.
• Revised chapter on employers’ liability to include duties to prevent
harassment and bullying in the workplace, workplace safety and case
law developments.
• Revised chapter on products liability and application of recent case
law, including the meaning of “defective”, the date of knowledge of the
defect in the product, and defences.
• New chapter on the tort of passing off.

Round Hall Nutshells is a series of books presenting the essentials
of the law in clear, straightforward language. Designed with the busy
student in mind, the Nutshell is perfect for exam preparation, with
brief, clear explanations of key exam topics throughout.
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Simons on
Planning Law
3rd Edition
David Browne
December 2020
ISBN: 9781858006895
Price: €445
This title is also available
as an eBook on Thomson
Reuters ProViewTM

In the long-awaited new edition of Simons on Planning Law, David
Browne updates this comprehensive analysis of the area of planning law
in Ireland to include developments in national and European case law
since the previous edition, and reflects legal developments in the area
since 2007.
Significant statutory changes have occurred since the previous edition,
including the Planning and Development (Amendment) Acts of 2010,
2015, 2017 and 2018, as well as the Planning and Development
(Housing) and Residential Tenancies Act 2016, all of which are dealt
with in this volume.
In addition, there have been over 100 statutory instruments and
numerous decisions of the CJEU and national courts in the area of
planning law in the intervening period, between editions.
Features:
• Includes all relevant statutory provisions and case law.
• Provides a detailed analysis of the complex area of planning law.
• Enables practitioners to understand both substantive planning law
and the procedural rules in judicial review applications, appeals and
costs applications.
About the Author
David Browne BL is a practising barrister specialising in the areas
of administrative, local government, planning, environmental and
procurement law. He is the author of The Law of Local Government
(second edition to be published by Round Hall in 2020) and co-author
of Procurement Law in Ireland (Round Hall, 2018). David also lectures
in Administrative Law and is the course co-ordinator of the Advanced
Diploma in Planning and Environmental Law in the Honorable Society
of King’s Inns.
* Additional contributions have been provided for this edition by
Conor Quinn BL (Chapters 10 and 18) and Brendan Slattery, Partner in
McCann Fitzgerald (Chapter 16).
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Child and
Family Law
3rd Edition
Geoffrey Shannon
October 2020
ISBN: 9780414056336
Price: €365
This title is also available
as an eBook on Thomson
Reuters ProViewTM

The third edition of this major work evaluates the entire Irish child law
system. The subject matter contained in the book provides an opportunity
for examining the relationship that exists, or ought to exist, between child
welfare and parental rights. It examines the rights and duties of parents
and children in respect of each other. It considers how best to balance the
welfare of children who may require care, with the right of children—and
their families—to protection from unwarranted State intervention.
This edition takes into account the new constitutional provision, Article
42A, and several new statutes including the Children First Act 2015 and
the Children and Family Relationships Act 2015. It also includes the new
District, Circuit, High Court of Appeal and Supreme Court Rules.
About the Author
Professor Geoffrey Shannon is the Chairman of the Adoption Authority of
Ireland and former Government Rapporteur on Child Protection.
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McGrath on
Evidence
3rd Edition
Declan McGrath and Emily Egan McGrath
December 2020
ISBN: 9780414081772
Price: €425

McGrath on Evidence, by Declan McGrath and Emily Egan McGrath, is
the third edition of the definitive book on evidence and is a must-have for
the serious practitioner. Part of the Round Hall Brehon Library, McGrath
on Evidence is unique in its breadth of coverage, scope and detail.
This essential practitioner work concentrates on Irish case law in relation
to the law of evidence but also discusses relevant jurisprudence from other
jurisdictions.
It deals not only with the law of evidence as it applies to criminal trials, but
also the rules applicable in civil trials.
Features:
• Examines the concept of relevance and the basic rules governing the
admissibility of evidence.
• Discusses the competence and compellability of witnesses, the rules
and principles governing the examination of witnesses, previous
consistent statements, and legislative provisions permitting evidence to
be given by live television link and certificate.
• Analyses the various measures adopted to deal with the problems posed
by unreliable evidence including accomplice evidence, the evidence of
sexual complainants and children, and the rules regarding identification
evidence.
• Reviews, in detail, all of the privileges available in criminal and civil
proceedings, including legal professional privilege, without prejudice
privilege and public interest privilege.
• Gives an in-depth review of the policy and constitutional basis for the
protection in Irish law of the right not to be compelled to incriminate
oneself and, in particular, the right of an accused not to testify, the
right to silence of a criminal suspect, and the privilege against selfincrimination.
About the Authors
Declan McGrath is Senior Counsel who is also a co-author of Delany and
McGrath on Civil Procedure.
Emily Egan McGrath is a practising barrister who is also a co-author of
Delany and McGrath on Civil Procedure.
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Highways
1st Edition
Peter Bland

NEW TITLE
December 2020
ISBN: 9780414081338
Price: €175

Highways by Peter Bland represents the first dedicated commentary
on the Irish law in this area. It provides a comprehensive and practical
analysis of the law of public roads, public rights of way and the liability of
the road authority.
Cases involving the public road comprise a significant proportion of civil
litigation. The Irish law relating to the liability of the road authority for
dangers arising on the public road requires clarification and has, to date,
suffered from a lack of analysis.
This work provides a complete and up-to-date review of the law of
public roads, including creation, maintenance, management, EIA, AA,
compulsory purchase and compensation, trading, and bridges.
This brand new title:
• Delivers a comprehensive and practical commentary on the law
relating to the creation, maintenance and ownership of public roads,
including the powers and duties of road authorities, and the rights
and responsibilities of users of the public road and of those who own
adjoining land.
• Addresses the liability of the roads authority, including a detailed
analysis of the nonfeasance rule.
• Explores the liability issues relating to design, road surface, road
installations, traffic signs, lighting, trees and transient dangers.
• Reviews key issues and trends in the law of nuisance and negligence
relevant to public roads and road authority liability.
• Considers the planning and environmental regulation of public roads,
and addresses EIA and AA jurisprudence.
• Includes a review of the law of compulsory purchase and compensation
relating to road projects.
• Provides comprehensive treatment of the law of public rights of way.
• Includes a chapter on protest rights and Convention jurisprudence.
• Features a consolidated version of the Roads Act 1993.
About the Author
Peter Bland is a Senior Counsel and is also the author of Easements, Third
Edition (Round Hall, 2015).
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2019 Titles you may have missed

Administrative
Law in Ireland
5th Edition
Gerard Hogan, David Gwynn Morgan and Paul Daly
December 2019
ISBN: 9780414071834
Price: €455

For over 30 years, Hogan and Morgan has been the leading work on
administrative law and judicial review in Ireland.
This new edition of Administrative Law in Ireland provides practitioners,
public servants and students with a comprehensive and definitive analysis
of the creation, structure and legal regulation of the contemporary Irish
administrative state. It includes all new statutory, regulatory and case law
developments as of 1 January, 2019, covers the consequences of the Great
Financial Crisis on Irish public administration, and helps to identify key
political and legal trends, facilitating effective advocacy in government
and in the courts.
New to this edition:
• Updates on reforms to local government, state bodies, whistleblowers,
Inquiries, planning and public procurement.
• Major developments in judicial review of administrative action, including
constitutional justice (Dellway; Mallak; Guerin).
• A new chapter devoted to statutory interpretation, treating issues
specific to administrative law.
• A new chapter on reasons in administrative law.
• Significantly revised chapters on the application for judicial review; the
scope of public law; legitimate expectations; and damages.
• Survey of the borderline between public and private functions
and bodies.
• Takes account of political and legal responses to the Great
Financial Crisis.
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The Central Bank
Acts: Annotated
and Consolidated
1st Edition
NEW TITLE
December 2019
ISBN: 9780414073135
Price: €295

John Freeman with John Johnston McCarroll
The legislative framework for regulated financial services in Ireland is
notably complex and, as yet, unconsolidated. The Central Bank Acts
1942–2018 and the Financial Services and Pensions Ombudsman Act
2017 provide the basic architecture for the financial system. They set
the regulatory perimeter in some significant areas, significantly shape
the rights of customers, and define the functions and powers of the key
players: the Central Bank of Ireland, the Appeals Tribunal, and Financial
Services and Pensions Ombudsman.
This new text sets out the consolidated text of each Central Bank Act on
the statute book (and the Financial Services and Pensions Ombudsman
Act 2017) in chronological order. Each Act features an introduction, and
the annotations beneath each section expand on
the meaning of each section and provide notes on relevant case law.
Features:
• Up-to-date consolidated legislation showing commencements, repeals,
substitutions and amendments.
• Annotations on each section, with detailed notes on relevant case law.
• Detailed commentary on the Financial Services and Pensions
Ombudsman and on the interaction between the FSPO and the courts.
• In-depth consideration of the legal status of codes of conduct, such as
the Code of Conduct on Mortgage Arrears and the Consumer Protection
Code.
• Close analysis of the statutory cause of action for damages for a
contravention of financial services legislation.
• Key provisions which have not been considered by the courts in Ireland
are compared with provisions of UK financial services law.
• An introduction on each Act.
• Clear division of primary and secondary legislation.
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Civil Proceedings
and the State
3rd Edition
Anthony M. Collins and James O’Reilly
September 2019
ISBN: 9780414035102
Price: €459

The third edition of Civil Proceedings and the State gives the
practitioner a comprehensive and definitive analysis of the practice
of public and administrative law in the State. It consists of an
authoritative and fully updated commentary on the statutes, rules
of court and practice directions in the Courts of Ireland. The practice
and procedure of the Court of Justice of the EU and of the European
Court of Human Rights are considered from Irish practitioner’s
viewpoint. The book also contains a fully revised set of modern
precedents for all of the various public law procedures the
practitioner is likely to encounter.
New to this edition:
• Modern precedents designed to meet the demands of a busy practice.
• New chapter on statutory applications and appeals.
• Description of the new procedures in the Supreme Court and in the
Court of Appeal.
• Comprehensive description of the law on the application of the
European Convention of Human Rights.
• Practical analysis of the choice of procedures or remedies.
About the Authors
Anthony M. Collins is a Judge at the General Court of the European
Union, prior to which he was a Senior Counsel specialising in all
aspects of public and administrative law.
James O’Reilly is a Senior Counsel with over a quarter of a century’s
experience of practice at the Inner Bar in the fields of administrative,
commercial and public law.
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